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‘When you realise your dad is Cristiano Ronaldo’: celebrity
sharenting and children’s digital identities
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ABSTRACT
Sharenting, or the practice of sharing one’s parenting or
information about one’s children on social media, occurs in an
increasingly platformized digital culture, where visual formats are
central across participatory and commercial repositories. This
paper investigates the articulation between sharenting as
performed by celebrities and the wider construction of children’s
digital identities. Through qualitative content analysis, this
research looks at how Cristiano Ronaldo, the most-followed
individual on Instagram since 2018, his partner, and his mother
shared information about his children on that social media
platform between 2018 and 2020. Through manual exploration,
we searched for Ronaldo’s children across a variety of digital
spaces. Our analysis reveals that sharenting on Instagram
engages audiences through the portrayal of children as the
parents’ extended self. Content from Instagram and news media
is appropriated in vernacular and commercial digital spaces for
conflicting affects: the cute father-son dyad, and the son as
extension of the uber-famous, vain father. This extreme case
shows how the digital identities of children of celebrities are
widely public, formed by the everyday, intimate content of the
family’s life, which is persistent and collectively recreated by
news media, vernacular culture, and commercial platforms.
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Introduction

On 4 July 2010, Cristiano Ronaldo announced the following on his Facebook page:

It is with great joy and emotion that I inform [you] I have recently become father to a baby
boy. (2010).

Since then, he has engaged in sharenting – ‘the act of sharing representations about
one’s parenting or children online’ (Blum-Ross & Livingstone, 2017, p. 110) – about
this boy, Cristiano Junior, from undisclosed mother; Eva and Mateo, born in June
2017 through surrogacy; and Alana Martina, born in November 2017 from Georgina
Rodríguez, his partner. Ronaldo has been the most-followed individual on Instagram
since 2018; at the end of 2020 his profile had over 275 million followers, exceeded
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only by Instagram’s account itself (Most Followed Accounts on Instagram 2021, n.d.); the
year before, Forbes reported that he was the highest earner on Instagram, as ‘he makes an
estimated $47.8 million per year from paid-Instagram posts’ (McCarthy, 2019), which
surpassed his reported earnings from football (Sweney, 2021).

Concerns about children’s privacy on celebrity media, probably due to celebrity acti-
vism (Jorge & Marôpo, (2017), have led some celebrity sites, such as JustJared, to omit all
celebrity children from their photographs. However, despite some famous parents’
decision to hide their offspring from the public eye, sharenting is a common activity
among celebrities (Yasharoff, 2021). Cristiano Ronaldo’s display of his children on social
media is far from an isolated case, and the same phenomenon is seen with top athletes,
musicians, and actors.

This paper proposes to advance the growing research on sharenting by discussing
sharenting performed by celebrities, while critically examining the digital identities of
children in an increasingly visual, highly fluid digital ecosystem. Moreover, it approaches
celebrity sharenting through the extreme case of a global football mega-celebrity; and by
focusing on the representation of children by a clan (rather than solely the famous
parent). We ask the following questions: how does celebrity sharenting contribute to
the construction of children’s digital identities? How are children’s digital identities con-
structed and spread amid the flows and architectures that characterize the current eco-
system, particularly its visual components? We draw on Children, Youth and Media;
Celebrity Studies; and Digital Culture, to conduct qualitative research on Ronaldo’s chil-
dren’s identity construction. The findings reclaim attention to the substantial differences
in celebrity sharenting in relation to influencer or ordinary parents and the implications
for children’s digital identities.

Football celebrity in the social media age

The value ascribed to football celebrities is created intertextually through the seamless
circulating discourses from different types of media and is ‘contingent on the dialogic
relation linking the celebrity narrative and the ‘historical, cultural and socio-economic
contexts to which celebrity is attached (Rojek, 2001: 44)’ (Andrews & Clift, 2017,
p. 207). At the interplay between different discourses, Ronaldo’s narrative is classed,
racialized and gendered: he has a peripheral and socially disadvantaged origin (Jorge,
(2015); his bodily identity has been predicated on his super-athletic figure, but also on
his ‘dark-skin white’, which subjects him to intra-racial discrimination (Hylton & Lawr-
ence, 2015). His sexuality has for some time been seen as ambiguous as he is ‘a hetero-
sexual man whose performance of masculinity was often read as emasculine’ (p. 776). He
is known for being a very disciplined and overly competitive football player; for engaging
in conspicuous consumption but also supportive of his family, and involved in charity
(Jorge, 2015). All these aspects resonate with the contexts where his celebrity is enacted
and received – audiences read his narrative in different ways depending on their cultural
proximity or distance (Jorge, 2015; Wagg, 2010), as well as on football identification or
rivalry (Jorge et al., 2021a).

Social media has allowed celebrities to cultivate relationships with their audiences
more directly (Jerslev & Mortensen, 2018) by giving further visibility to their ‘public
selves’, i.e., ‘directing the audience to the ‘industrial model’ of the football star’ as well
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as expanding their ‘public private self’ mode of presentation, which ‘relies on more per-
sonal forms of address and levels of insight’, or even ‘transgressive intimate self-mode’ as
emotional reactions (Andrews & Clift, 2017, p. 206, drawing on Marshall). Social media
allows personalities to present themselves as ordinary and ascribes them a ‘moral auth-
enticity’ (Mortensen & Jerslev, 2014, p. 628), including by showing intimate family
moments (Jorge & Marôpo, 2017), while being fully inserted in an industry that sustains
celebrity as ‘influencer’ and capitalizes on their digital visibility (Hearn & Schoenhoff,
2016).

The extension of celebrity to, and their scrutiny on, social media interacts with news
media – celebrity, sports/other fields, and current affairs. Thus, social media accentuate
the provisionality of celebrity, for their professional performances as well as personal
presentation. This is especially the case for sports celebrities, first because they are
exposed to continuous pressure over their on-field performances since their merit is
less easily fabricated, and thus face special pressures on the integrity of their moral behav-
ior (Whannel, 2005). Second, they are exposed to rivalry, hostility, and mockery under
the façade of democratized communication (Andrews & Clift, 2017; Kassing, 2020).
Sharenting is an additional element to the scrutiny, as we will see.

Sharenting and children’s digital identities
Since sharenting has become a widespread activity, academic debate has raised concerns
over its effects on children’s identity formation (Autenrieth, 2018; Damkjaer, 2018; Holi-
day et al., 2020; Verswijvel et al., 2019), calling attention to the blurring boundaries
between the parent and the child’s self (Blum-Ross & Livingstone, 2017). This is a central
question to the growing scholarship around the multiple tensions between the right of
parents to share online their parenting experiences and their children’s right to privacy
and participation, taking into consideration the children’s digital identities.

Parents’ identities have an intrinsic connection to their children, encompassing ‘a rela-
tional identity where the child and parent mutually exist in an imbricated visual, social
media narrative’ (Holiday et al., 2020, p. 1). In this sense, children could be seen as part
of parents’ extended selves – this notion points to objects, experiences and ideas that
one possesses, which may include children to some extent (Beck in Holiday et al., 2020).
However, although children commonly appear in sharenting as a supplementary contri-
bution to the representation of the parents’ selves, their identities ‘[are] also defined and
inscribed into socialmedia’ (p. 10). Thus, the disclosure of information and visualmaterials
(static or animated pictures, videos)may preclude children from building their digital foot-
prints and online identities, bringing risks such as digital kidnaping, and bullying due to
embarrassing pictures and stories shared by parents (Steinberg, 2017). In sharenting with-
out children’s informed consent, children are in a passive position in what concerns the
management of their online identities. The parents become the gatekeepers and are respon-
sible for managing risks, safeguarding children’s privacy online and managing their online
self (Cino & Dalledonne Vandini, 2020a; 2020b). This debate points to different aspects of
children’s protection and participation rights, including information disclosure, identities,
voices, and agency. Some parents are choosing to ‘anti-sharent’ or they sharent reluctantly
(Autenrieth, 2018); some celebrities post pictures of children much later, for instance of a
newborn when the child is already three or four years old. Furthermore, parents face digital
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dilemmas, concerning other agents’ online disclosure of their children, especially teachers
and grandparents (Cino & Dalledonne Vandini, 2020a; 2020b).

There are several reasons why ordinary parents engage in sharenting: to receive
affirmation, support, and advice about parenting challenges; to keep friends and family
informed about their children; to collect memories; to show pride in their children; to
self-present themselves as good parents; and to advocate for children (Borda, 2015;
Lopez, 2009; Tiidenberg & Baym, 2017; Verswijvel et al., 2019). These motivations
could be combined in different ways to make money for some parents engaging in share-
nting labor – the sharing of parenting experiences for monetary gain (Jorge et al., 2021b;
Campana et al., 2020). Several strategies are used to connect with commercial brands and
develop a successful professional activity as influencers in the attention economy. One of
these is the deployment of micro-celebrity, ‘the commitment to deploying and maintain-
ing one’s online identity as if it were a branded good, with the expectation that others do
the same’ (Senft, 2013, p. 346). The academic concept of micro-celebrity is used both to
refer to the technique and to the status. When the children of these influencers become a
focus of attention by sizable audiences, they themselves become micro-microcelebrities
(Abidin, 2017). These children inherit fame, and their appearance and behavior could
be subject to public surveillance (Cino & Formenti, 2021), besides the ‘intimate surveil-
lance’ by close social circles (Leaver, 2020). Any user can store, republish, and recirculate
information in fan networks (Abidin, 2015) and thus there can be an appropriation of
their identities in different forms (written posts, photos, videos, memes, gifs, etc.).
This increases concerns about bullying and trolling not only among peers but also
more ‘messy’ forms among networked and affective publics, formed by ‘heterogeneous
assemblages of private emotions, which seem incapable to coalesce into any kind of
coherent and collective cultural meaning’ (Caliandro & Anselmi, 2021, p. 4).

When the gender dimension of influencer sharenting labor is considered in relation to
conciliation of the marketplace and the family, mommy influencers articulate parenting
and an essentially consumerist agenda Jorge et al., (2021b), whereas Instadads are starting
a new discursive territory of involved fatherhood and are only beginning to find space on
the marketplace (Campana et al., 2020). This leads them to choose contents that evoke
strong emotions – such as sharing the happiness and challenges of parenthood –
which usually generate more engagement for monetization purposes. But this could
also involve reframing hegemonic stereotypes – i.e., intensive mothering, the good
mother that ignores personal and professional needs in the name of child rearing; or
the distant breadwinner father (Campana et al., 2020).

Full-time or aspiring influencers – whether mom and dad bloggers or lifestyle influen-
cers who come to share their parenting as part of their blogging – need to conciliate profit
goals and the protection of their children; thus they must curate what is or is not appro-
priate to share on social media, avoiding the accusation of child exploitation (Jorge et al.,
2021b; Campana et al., 2020) or other forms of aggression as a result of their parenting
decisions (Lehto, 2021; Mäkinen, 2021). Children are often shown as co-creators with
parents or as central in family moments, and Campana et al. (2020) found that Instadads
see their children as economic agents with a right to benefit from their labor and to act as
decision-makers as they grow older – which should be the norm.

When growing up, teenagers ‘start exercising their voice and opinion about what
should, and should not, be shared online’ (Leaver, 2020, p. 238), whether they are
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children of influencers or of ordinary parents (Lipu & Siibak, 2019; Ouvrein & Verswij-
vel, 2019; Verswijvel et al., 2019). But Leaver notes that ‘in an era of digital communi-
cation and datafied childhoods’, erasing posts and images from social media at the
request of teenagers does not guarantee that ‘commercial platforms and networks’ will
‘”forget”’ them (2020, p. 240) or not use them to profile children in later life (for instance,
if the child has been ill this may impact insurance contracts). Furthermore, children’s
digital identities as created through sharenting are not just based on images and videos
but also personal information. Children’s rights to privacy and to be forgotten are, thus,
complicated in the contemporary digital environment – and the extent of the visibility of
children of celebrities further complicates this.

Visual social media ecosystem

In a platformized environment, where the increasing integration of web applications with
each other and the wider web is motivated by technical and economic factors (Nieborg &
Helmond, 2019), visual elements are central (Highfield & Leaver, 2016). They result from
both participatory digital culture and commercial visual repositories – encompassing
memes, stickers, gifs, filters, emoticons and emojis (Highfield, 2018) that circulate across
social media platforms, as well as the increasingly popular social networking site Insta-
gram and the popularization of selfies and filters. Besides being polysemic forms of com-
munication, visual elements are most often combined with language, so they act
multimodally. Memes and gifs (as animated, usually short-looped videos – Ash, 2015)
are increasingly popular formats that play with intertextuality, appropriation and remix
(Miltner, 2018; Miltner & Highfield, 2017), which can take the form of ‘satire, parody, cri-
tique, or other discursive activity’ especially in the case of memes (Wiggins, 2019, p. 11).
Thus, these rich, multimodal formats of communication are often associated with humor
that works through de-contextualization and ‘re-entextualization’ (Wiggins, 2019 drawing
on Varis & Blommaert), in which they are taken out of context and assigned new contexts
of meaning. They can also be charged with or prime different forms of affect (Ash, 2015;
Dale et al., 2016; Mercer & Sarson, 2020; Miltner & Highfield, 2017) or resonance as ‘the
manifestation of strong personal affinity’ (Philips & Milner, 2017, p. 31).

As artifacts of participatory digital culture, the significance of internet memes
derives from their ‘collectivism (social creation and transformation) and spread (circu-
lation through mass networks)’ (Philips & Milner, 2017, p. 31). While the first wave of
memes was more confined to subcultures and manipulated by technically savvy users
(Miltner, 2018), the format is increasingly popular and accessible, through sites such
as Meme Generator or ImgFlip. Furthermore, visual formats are increasingly commo-
dified and integrated into platforms as available modes of communication. For
example, Twitter allowed gifs in 2014; Facebook, in 2015; and Messenger, in 2017 (Mer-
cer & Sarson, 2020); in 2020, Facebook acquired (allegedly for $400 million) Giphy, a
web-based gif search engine, offering a library for its users to affectively express them-
selves in their social media interactions, void of expressive cues (Ahmed, 2020). This
tendency expands the scale and access of replication and circulation to unprecedented
levels (Miltner, 2018) – which are fundamental to the affective capability of visual for-
mats such as gifs (Ash, 2015, p. 122).
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On the one hand, celebrities provide fruitful and easily accessible visual material for all
sorts of appropriations for different discursive purposes online; some celebrities even
ascend to or sustain such status through memeability (Mercer & Sarson, 2020), inviting
an ‘affective relationship with them through repetition and imitation’ (p. 488). Such an
affect can range from fascination to derogation – in fact, sports celebrities find themselves
particularly involved in vernacular content ranging from humor to hostility (Kassing,
2020). On the other hand, children can hold cuteness (as something that does not
exist in them but that ‘we do to them’ – Harris in Dale et al., 2016, p. 37) in the way
they elicit affective responses. They also bear ‘memetic cuteness’ (Dale et al., 2016) in
the way they lend themselves to having a layer of meaning or intention added that
was not in the image (e.g., a mean attitude or a complex thought), often resulting in atem-
poral and universal creations. Cuteness has a strong potential for engagement and
creativity.

Methods

This paper seeks to problematize celebrity sharenting through an A-list international
celebrity, Cristiano Ronaldo. Ronaldo has faced certain scandals over the last several
years as he has entered the later part of his career. In December 2016, Football Leaks
revealed that he had evaded taxes in Spain, which led to a sentence of two years of sus-
pended jail time and an €18.8 million fine (Jorge et al., 2021a); in April 2017, Ronaldo was
investigated for a rape allegation by the Las Vegas Police Department that originated in
2009 (Silveirinha et al., 2020), which resulted in no charges in July 2019.

Celebrity being a cross-media, global and intertextual object, our goal is to investigate
the articulation between celebrity sharenting and the wider construction of children’s
digital identities in an eminently visual, networked culture. Specifically, for the children
of a football celebrity, what are the tensions born in their networked representations,
amid concurring and fluctuating feelings toward the parent? Our instrumental goal is
to explore an alternative and critical approach to studying digital identity amid the
flows of the current digital ecosystem, seeking to ‘engage in devising new and alternative
methods to keep social media research alive’ ‘in an era of APIs curtailing’ (Bainotti et al.,
2020, p. 6).

First, we performed a qualitative content analysis (Neuendorf & Kumar, 2016) of
Instagram posts depicting or mentioning Cristiano Ronaldo’s children from @cristiano
(over 275 million followers at the end of 2020), his partner @georginagio (24.1 million
followers in April 2021), and his mother @doloresaveiroofficial (2.2 million followers
in April 2021). Georgina Rodríguez is a Spanish model who worked as a shop assistant
until she attained fame after she was publicly presented as Ronaldo’s partner in 2016.
Dolores Aveiro is one of the most followed Portuguese women on Instagram, and she
is mostly popular among Portuguese audiences (Oliveira, 2019), who see her as tacky
rich. The three monetize their high visibility on this platform and in advertising. This
approach to the extended family seeks to advance research on sharenting by looking
beyond parents and more into the family network of significant adults. We collected
24 months of data from the period between May 2018 and May 2020 – in the Summer
of 2018 Ronaldo represented Portugal in the World Cup holding the trophy as the Euro-
pean champion, and he moved from Spanish Real Madrid to Italian Juventus. The corpus
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was formed of 213 posts in total (73 posts by Ronaldo, 81 by Georgina, and 59 by
Dolores). We did not include Stories, as that would require archiving prospectively;
also, from our knowledge of the father’s profile, this format is not used regularly.

We used the Instagram Scraper of the Digital Methods Tool Database (https://wiki.
digitalmethods.net/Dmi/ToolDatabase) to retrieve information on date, caption, and
type of content (photo/video); as it generated incomplete databases, we filled in the
remainder of the data manually in Excel. One author produced a short description
of the posts and additional notes when relevant. The three authors discussed relevant
emergent codes, namely the language used in the caption, advertising (sponsored,
explicit or implicit), posed or spontaneous photos (the latter including selfies)/videos,
scene (home, football, business, social, leisure and everyday life), extended self
(affection and dedication, pride, challenging parenthood, gratitude and happiness,
companionship, parent–child(ren) similarities), and cuteness elements (small babies,
twins, siblings, children and animals, funny and messy moments, mini-adults
behavior, caresses). One of the authors conducted the coding, which was cross-
checked by the other two, at the end of which process we created pivot tables to
explore patterns.

Next, we searched for Ronaldo’s children (with the terms son, child, Junior, Cristia-
ninho) across different digital spaces and cultures – image search engine (Google), social
media platforms (Reddit, Tumblr), sites (BuzzFeed, Bored Panda, Upworthy, ViralNova
– the last three yielded no results), and repositories (Giphy, Gifer, Imgur, Pinterest, Stick-
erMaker, Stickerly, Imgflip – the last three yielded no results) – using hashtags and text.
Except for Pinterest, every search on sites was conducted using a new, blank account. To
counterbalance the linguistic bias of this type of search, and to further excavate in
material, we used reverse image searches (Google Reverse Image search, Google API
Vision, TinEye) for the identified memes. Using Padlet, we thematically grouped the
images in a virtual bulletin board to capture the association between formats, platforms,
and the resulting children’s identities.

This study followed the Association of Internet Researchers’ ethical guidelines
(franzke et al., 2020). We searched for publicly available content, vastly accessible to
wide audiences as a result of the celebrity of Ronaldo. We include exemplary portions
of content, pictures, and memes, but not their URLs so as not to direct readers to the
original content.

Findings

In our searches we found several news pieces in mainstream and sports media from
different locations around the world, as well as Portuguese celebrity media, about Cris-
tiano Junior having, at the age of 9, created an Instagram account in February 2020. News
highlighted that his account reached ‘880k followers in less than 24 hours’, after Cristiano
and Georgina tagged his account; and that the first post was made in four different
languages (Couzens, 2020). Celebrity media in Portugal reported that the boy’s account
was not following his aunts or other relatives. The account was soon closed, but the
reasons remain unclear. Some unofficial websites attribute the decision to Ronaldo’s
intention to prevent pressure on his son from such extensive exposure (Promise,
2020). There was also evident public surveillance over a video of the boy riding a jet
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ski shared by one of his aunts on Instagram, which led the police to investigate the occur-
rence (Menon, 2020). This attests that Junior’s visibility is generated by a celebrity clan
more than solely by his father and how it is under public scrutiny.

i. Young, cute children and a natural successor

To the first of our research questions, namely how does celebrity sharenting contribute to
the construction of the digital identities of children, we identified the main themes of
happy and grateful parenthood and the representation of children as the extended self
of the father, stepmother and grandmother. This is enacted through emotional labor
from the adults that ultimately positions children as emotional capital, which engages
audiences toward the celebrity self.

On his family’s Instagram accounts, Ronaldo’s children are represented mostly in
domestic, playful and funny moments, in non-staged esthetics and selfies, sometimes
amid conspicuous luxury. Home and family appear as the refuge for the global celebrity,
away from the pressure of the spotlight, and Cristiano displays a pleasant fatherhood.
This is evident in captions, particularly through emojis: ‘How great it is to arrive at
home after a day of hard work and be with my lovely family ’ (15/07/2019),
‘Best way to start my weekend ’ (05/10/2019), or ‘Funny moment with my babies

’ (24/02/2020). Not only are emojis an easy and nearly universal way to convey
feelings and moods of gratefulness, love, and laughter, but such feelings are also relatable
to any member of the audience. Georgina extends this by expressing that ‘We are the
luckiest parents in the world’ (05/06/2018, in Spanish) and iterations of happiness
with her role as mother, not differentiating between her biological child and Cristiano’s
other children. The representation of the twins and Alana assists Georgina in positioning
herself as a legitimate partner to Cristiano and mother to his children. This is fore-
grounded in posts with cute moments of the babies kissing the father or the mother,
or even more of kissing siblings: ‘Mummy and daddy teach them that the most important
thing in this life is love. That’s why they kiss each other so much @cristiano #Lospa-
pásmásafortunados [#theluckiestparents]’ (24/06/2018, in Spanish). Georgina not only
plays with emojis but also with contextualizing hashtags that serve to express emotions
(Highfield, 2018). Caresses between children and, at times, their father, mother, grand-
mother, or between siblings bear great potential for cuteness.

In these representations with parents or with the siblings, the youngest children’s –
Mateo, Eva and Alana – identities are not individualized nor do they display strong per-
sonality traits. They are shown playing or in family leisure moments – something which
seems pleasurable for the parents, as Georgina says, ‘You can’t tell who enjoys it more –
the mother or the children #buenasnoches [goodnight] #love’ (9/04/
2019, in Spanish). Images of play, however, bear a markedly conservative gendered
association: whereas girls are more associated with princesses and roleplaying, Matteo
and Junior (as we will see) are associated with football. Cuteness appears in the form
of girls being miniatures of the mother, and boys being miniatures of the father. One
video shows Cristiano playing with Matteo who, not even two years old, passes the foot-
ball to his father and scores: ‘like father, like son ’ (02/05/2019, in Portu-
guese). This post is built on the cuteness of a baby boy doing something
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extraordinary, and it accentuates the idea of inherited talent. Football occupies, unsur-
prisingly, an important part of the narrative constructed through Instagram by this celeb-
rity clan. Family forms the basis for Ronaldo’s sports performance, and Georgina
mobilizes support, speaking ‘for’ the younger children: ‘Come on beautiful daddy!

Blessed Mummy is in love #dulcessueños [#sweetdreams]… #FINOAL-
LAFINE @cristiano’ (23/09/2018); making associations between football and family: ‘We
love you @cristiano We are proud of you goals one for each baby
#sweetdreams #portugal #love #my #family’ (10/09/2019); or holding the fort while Cris-
tiano is away for work: ‘We couldn’t have enjoyed this second birthday more…All that
was missing was daddy #happybirthday #family’ (5/06/2019 – in
Spanish, hashtags kept in original).

Gratefulness for and devotion to everyday family life is enhanced as affection on
special family days. As with many users on Instagram, Ronaldo, Georgina and Dolores
use birthdays to express their feelings. Ronaldo oscillates between English and Portu-
guese: ‘My babies Eva and Mateo celebrate today their first birthday! Happy birthday
my dear children! ’1 (05/06/2018, in Portuguese), ‘Happy birthday, dear
princess! One year of bliss! Love you! ’ (12/11/2018), ‘Happy birthday my
dear son! You’re turning into a man! ’ (17/06/2018, in Portuguese). In
posts on holidays – ‘Happy Halloween to everyone!! ’ (31/10/2018), ‘We wish a
Happy Easter to everyone #stayhome’ (12/04/2020) – he emphasizes his
family’s happiness. For Dolores, as part of a migrant family, family reunions appear as
moments of immense joy (e.g., 2/01/2020). These posts, always captioned in Portuguese,
do not reveal particularities of any of her grandchildren’s identities; they mostly help to
build the image of the ‘good mother’ and matriarch that is dear to her home culture.

On the contrary, the oldest son, Cristiano Junior, has a more clearly defined identity.
At home, he is shown as a companion to his parents, many times working out with
his father – ‘Working hard on my recovery with a special training partner!! ’
(17/08/2019) – or his stepmother – ‘Good morning Training with my prince

@aloyoga ’ (3/06/2019, in Spanish). Furthermore, he is presented as an exten-
sion of the father, dressing in similar styles or posing in the same way: ‘Like father like
son:) Happiness [sic] above all ’ (12/05/2020). In a selfie of Ronaldo with
Junior studying in the back, a quote (in Portuguese, ending with two initials) praises
‘patience and persistence’, and reminds that ‘what is big today started out as small’
(23/09/2019). While valuing education, it also sets ambitious goals for Junior’s future.
There is even a lack of leniency for the boy in a run in the desert, when Ronaldo runs
with some (adult) friends and Junior lags behind, doing his best to keep up (02/01/
2019). In particular, Junior is depicted as a ‘natural successor’ to Ronaldo’s talent for
football. The boy’s football performance is very present in the father’s profile: videos
of him playing (e.g., 17/08/2019), scoring (14/10/2018), with a trophy (10/12/2018).
The grandmother greatly contributes to this identity as a future football player, and a
continuation of his father: in a post in which Junior is wearing his sporting uniform,
Dolores writes, ‘I’m here to watch my little man’s training session ’ (27/09/
2018, our italics), a phrase she repeats in other posts. She also singles him out often:
‘The joy of my life is already by my side’ (01/07/2019) or ‘unique love’ (09/06/2019).
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Junior appears in his parents’ posts about social or business events, i.e., outside the
home, unlike the younger siblings – e.g., Juventus events, dinner at Zela London in
Ibiza, the inauguration of Insparya (an investment of Ronaldo’s), and awards’ cer-
emonies. For example, when Junior accompanied his father to receive the Dubai Global
Soccer award, Cristiano wrote: ‘Always with me ’ (30/12/2019). While Cristiano
often posts pictures on the days following events, which is a good practice to protect chil-
dren’s integrity, Dolores is less cautious: she posted a picture of picking him up from
school in which the school can be identified (26/09/2018). We did not find instances
in which children were portrayed in constraining situations, nor in messy moments.

ii. A memeable child

To answer our second research question, we found that folk visual formats amplify, mold,
or subvert children’s digital identities as generated by Instagram sharenting – as well as
by broadcast media. Again, we found Junior to be the focus of this participatory creativ-
ity: as a cute young boy and as an inexpressive child overshadowed by his egotistical, vain,
uber-rich father.

Through searches in Gifer and Google, we found various gifs of Cristiano and his old-
est son, producing an image of cute father-son moments.2 Cuteness and adorability refer
to the time when Junior was a small – and still a single – child; they seem to derive from
the fact that the boy is depicted as a miniature of his father, as well as from moments of
tenderness between the two, mostly when they were each other’s only family. A Buzzfeed
post from 2015 (Eewshah, 2015), ‘Let’s Talk About How Adorable Cristiano Ronaldo and
His Son Are’, draws on Instagram posts shared by the footballer. Gifs, in particular, are
generated from small clips of documentaries or TV interviews conducted in the home of
the family or at awards ceremonies. Figures 1 and 2 are examples of affectionate moments
between father and son: the first shows Cristiano giving a caress to Junior when he is at
his side studying. It may be that gifs are dated because they grew more around the time
Ronaldo was a single father; or they may be indexed with emotions in commercial repo-
sitories. As we will explore below, similar images of Ronaldo sitting by the child studying
can also be subverted via memes reinforcing the father’s megalomania.

Figure 1. CR studying with Junior and kissing him (gif).
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The second, much larger stream of circulation of Junior’s image is populated with
memes that appropriate pictures, mostly Instagram selfies, subverting them to mock
the father’s narcissism, ridiculing the fact that the child does not know how to pose
for selfies – an expected norm for people being represented on Instagram. The series
of memes ‘–Dad, I’m hungry /–I’m so handsome’ (in Portuguese) generated in Brazil
in 2018 consisted of several ‘possible dialogs between father and son at the time of the
photograph’, re-entextualizing the pictures in which the boy’s expression is ‘not always
very lively’ (Viegas, 2018, p. 62). These ‘possible’, yet unlikely dialogs, create humor

Figure 2. CR and Junior kissing (gif).

Figure 3. ‘–dad I need to sleep /–look at my eyebrows’ (in Portuguese) (meme).
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around the idea that Cristiano is so egotistical and vain that he ignores his child’s basic
needs (‘–dad, I need to sleep / –just look at my eyebrows’ – Figure 3), which would be bad
parenting.3 Using TinEye, we found that the dialogs were translated into a variety of
languages, deploying a limited number of photographs Cristiano Ronaldo had posted
on his Instagram account (Figures 4, 5 and 6): Junior approaching Cristiano while he
is working out (‘–Dad, I’m tired of taking care of my brother /–Look son, 230 kg in
leg extension. I’m a god… ’, original in English); and selfies of Cristiano and Junior,

Figure 5. ‘–son come take a picture in the sun/–but it’s hot dad’ (meme).

Figure 4. ‘–Dad, I’m tired of taking care… ’ (meme).
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in which the former is smiling, and the latter is inexpressive and looks unenthusiastic.
Using Google API Vision for some of the pictures originally shared on Instagram indi-
cated that the facial expressions indicate smiles and happiness from Ronaldo, whereas the
boy’s expression cannot be determined – it is thus memeable, re-entextualizable.

A considerable amount of the humor revolves around the material aspects of being the
child of a global celebrity and the sheer fame status of Ronaldo. One meme takes another
Instagram post of Cristiano accompanying his son’s study and its variations play with the
idea of ‘why study if we’re rich?’, ‘dad doesn’t know the subject’ (he doesn’t need to),
‘your father is bigger than Alexander the Great’, or the father just telling the son to
pose as if he is studying purely for the purposes of an Instagram post. Similar situations
we found conveying the value of education and as a moment of affection, here, are sub-
verted. In the same group, we included the meme generated from Ronaldo and Georgina’
announcement of the birth of Junior’s sister Alana: ‘when your multimillion inheritance
goes from 100% to 25% in one year’ (Figure 7), which creates a second image, on the
right, isolating and zooming in on the boy’s face (as does Figure 9). The material impli-
cations of being a child of a super-rich football celebrity are at the core of this humor. In
the same popular ‘when you’ structure, where an added caption works to re-entextualize
the original meaning, the meme ‘When you realize your dad is Cristiano Ronaldo’
(Figure 8), from a photo where one can only see the boy’s eyes, creates the idea of
him being unbelieving of his reality. This meme uses a font that is typically used in

Figure 6. ‘–dad it’s enough, it’s the 28th photo already/–look at my beautiful smile, c’mon one more’
(meme).
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memes and can be easily produced via templates. Figure 9 shows yet another ‘when you’
meme with an image composition of several instances of photos as those used (on the
left) and zoom in on Junior’s facial (in)expression, to which simpler text is added at
the top: ‘When your dad starts forcing his healthy lifestyle on you’. While this group
of memes is more centered on the child, Junior is still not taken as an autonomous subject
but rather in his relational identity as the son of an unparalleled celebrity (Holiday et al.,
2020).

Figure 7. ‘When your multi million heritage… ’ (meme).

Figure 9. ‘When your dad starts… ’ (meme).
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Memes using curation, edition and composition are less common. Image manipu-
lation also appeared in memes inciting the rivalry between Cristiano Ronaldo and Lionel
Messi, either by placing Junior as Messi’s son (a 2017 fake Instagram account simulated
that Junior was Messi’s biggest fan – ‘Conta falsa do filho de Cristiano Ronaldo atraiu
dezenas de milhares em 24 horas & Instagram, 2017) or juxtaposing Junior with one
of Messi’s sons. It was only through Google Image Reverse search that we found
image manipulation using gore (e.g., Ronaldo would cut the boy’s leg just to make a
social media post), indicating that these posts are scarce and do not circulate with the
same propulsion.

Discussion and conclusions

Sharenting on Instagram by celebrities cannot be isolated from the wider reputation con-
text in which celebrities exist. It became apparent that the portrayal of children on the
family clan’s Instagram accounts legitimates, for Ronaldo, the identity of a good parent,
happy and grateful for his family, through the affect they infuse in the moments they
choose to share, deploying cute elements as siblings interacting, family’s tender and
fun moments, children as (gendered) miniature adults, and enhanced with emojis and
hashtags for a global audience. Sharenting seems to respond to the moral scrutiny of
Ronaldo’s choices to have children through an unknown mother, surrogacy, and ulti-
mately of Georgina as a stepmother; and also to recuperate Ronaldo’s reputation after
scandals. Children are represented as the extended self of celebrities, and thus they are
ultimately positioned as emotional capital that engages audiences toward the celebrity
self. Very young children bear more cuteness appeal; this is evident in the representation
of the youngest children and proved by the archived gifs of Junior when young. Gener-
ally, children engage audiences more, and such increased engagement is crucial to capi-
talization in sponsored and commercial content in the celebrity clan’s accounts.

Figure 8. ‘When you realize your dad… ’ (meme).
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The breadth, visibility, persistence, and replicability of content, particularly visual
content, generated by celebrity sharenting make it substantially different from sharenting
by influencers or ordinary parents. While our analysis is of an extreme case, it allows us to
demonstrate how representations of children produced by celebrity parents on social
media can be combined with, and amplified by news media (e.g., for public surveillance),
as well as molded via networked culture and disseminated by commercial repositories
that embed social media platforms. Celebrity sharenting lends a constantly growing cat-
alogue that is remixed and/or circulated in the platform ecosystem. This means also that
children’s images circulate and are highly persistent (some of the images were available at
repository sites such as Pinterest but not in the original posts), and that they are subject to
their own moderation policies (e.g., gore images were not easily found, but more discre-
tionary policies can occur).

Our search for images of Cristiano’s children shows how the children’s digital identities
are formed by contradictory affective publics (Caliandro & Anselmi, 2021), motivated by
audiences’ relationshipswith the celebrity parent.On the one hand, appreciative audiences
of the cute father-son dyad, the young children, the stepmother and stepchildren engage
with gifs, emojis, photos, and videos; on the other, one section of the public, oscillating
from humorous to hostile, jokes about the celebrity as vain and egotistical. Here, child’s
feelings appear to be the focus but they are re-entextualized into different frames of mean-
ing. From the different digital identities created for the children, we call attention to the
image created for the oldest son, Cristiano Junior, by the family as a continuity of his father,
as if inheriting celebrity from an achieved celebrity. This image alone adds incommensur-
able pressure to the child’s identity development, especially when entering teenagehood.

More generally, the digital identities of children of celebrities are widely public,
formed by the everyday, intimate content of the family’s life, that is persistent and collec-
tively recreated. Differently to children who have had one video or photo turned into
popular digital phenomena – e.g., ‘David after dentist’ or ‘Side-eyeing Chloe’ (Mendez,
2021) –, the identities of children of celebrities are generated by their cumulative expo-
sition as they grow up and as it is transformed and circulated in news media and online.
Celebrities’ children’s rights to privacy and to be forgotten are unattained in the current
digital ecosystem (Leaver, 2020), and, most often, their digital existence reverts to the pri-
vate gains of their parent(s), the social media where they are shared, and multiple plat-
forms where they circulate.

Notes

1. The brown skin tone of the emoji affirms the ‘dark-white’ he is identified with (Hylton &
Lawrence, 2015).

2. There is an immense catalogue of Ronaldo in gifs and stickers, mostly isolating facial
expressions or moves on the pitch or with added text from his speech.

3. The author also notes that the meme series was remixed for other pairs of father and son,
such as Neymar and his son Davi Lucca.
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